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ABSTRACT



Tophane area is historically a very interesting part of Prishtina city. Due to the
preservation of the relationship between commercial and residential spaces, proximity to
the center and good position in the structure of the city, the development of this
neighborhood initiates development of this city. Activity of this gloomy, degraded, area is
stirring for a genuine urban development.

Currently this area is grim. This project has been designed to fulfill the requirements of
contemporary urban standards, identified after analyzing the problems currently facing the
Tophane neighborhood.
 Advantages of the object are:
-Separation of pedestrians from roads,
-Enrichment of this space with sites such as establishing and maintaining of environmental
values that is currently available in TOPHANE by creating balance between free areas and built
areas.
- The object has a very good position in the structure of the city
- Direct access to new roads (part of the primary system of the city)
- Possibility for connection to old roads (unused potentials)
- Fulfills demand for construction.
- Modernization of urban structure
Use of surfaces is defined.
 Disadvantages of the object are: - Soil works – large amount of excavation
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Building

This project is foreseen to be built in the center of Prishtina with the highest European standards.
The ground floor is designed for business whereas other floors are designed for housing; the
object also has two floors of underground parking. The dwelling has large apartments, which are
more luxurious than others considering that it has terraces which can be used. The object will
have lighting in every place of it, materials will be of highest quality and as far as static side is
concerned it will be safe. In this project it is planned for every apartment to have videophone,
windows in dining rooms will be big so all residents will feel comfortable in his apartment,
parquet will be of first level bamboos, facade insulation and all other materials will be of highest
level and all will be certified and guarantied for.
The building has direct access to the main street, very quiet place for living and very suitable for
business and other things.
83 apartments are foreseen in this building, 8 apartments per floor, and every floor will be the
same with the first residential floor. Only dwelling will be different, there will be 3 big
apartments.
This commercial-residential building in the project as well as in the construction is planned to be
build with European standards which will make it one of most luxury and comfortable buildings
for living in Prishtina.
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2.About City of Prishtine
Pristine City is a professionally master planned integrated
community, a private club with private roads, private footpaths
and street-lighting, private water supply system, private rubbish
system, private sewage system, private grid and private electricity
production, even a private city council management authority.
The city is steadfastly focused on utilizing cutting edge sustainable technologies, these
technologies provide a quantum leap in energy efficiency and a lifetime of cost savings.
A city specifically designed for a high quality, family orientated lifestyle, with open spaces,
parks and recreational facilities.
Comprehensive social, civil and commercial infrastructure provide the community with
supportive services and significant sustainable employment.
He mission of Pristine City is to be the most idyllic community on the face of the earth. To
establish affordable housing within a truly self sustainable community with little to no carbon
footprint and to provide education, employment and a family orientated lifestyle with an
abundance of Social and Civil infrastructure that is managed by an independent community
driven City Authority.
Get ready for a lifestyle that is unparalleled, imagine an entire city that is professionally master
planned so that every possible requirement is allocated from the beginning without compromise,
the perfect city, the perfect place to live, learn, work and relax, the perfect lifestyle.
Pristine City is as much focused on Family Lifestyle, as it is on an ECO Friendly Sustainable
Lifestyle. The design provides an array of open spaces, parks and recreation and sports facilities
for the whole family to enjoy.
This is further supported with built-in facilities to facilitate recycling and other measures to
reduce our impact on the environment and therefore maintaining a pristine clean community for
a lifestyle with no peer. This is further supported by a plethora of other sustainable technologies
including the bio Waste-to-Energy sewage treatment plant, refuge processing facility and water
production and desalination plant.
In addition, the recycling centre reduces waste and land fill for a life time. The waste recycling
program managed by the Township Authority gets the community involved with these
sustainable practices for a more environmentally harmonious lifestyle.
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3.Technical description

3.Current situation
Tophane area is historically a very interesting part
of Prishtina city. Due to the preservation of the
relationship between commercial and residential
spaces, proximity to the center and good position
in the structure of the city, the development of
this neighborhood initiates development of this
city. Activity of this gloomy, degraded, area is
stirring for a genuine urban development.
Currently this area is grim. This project has been
designed to fulfill the requirements of
contemporary urban standards, identified after
analyzing the problems currently facing the
Tophane neighborhood.
Plots number 4769 & 4770 are located in the
western part of the block “T26” in the context of
Tophane regulatory plan, which in this part
borders with “Lidhja e Prizrenit” road.

3.Current situation
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According to copies of the plans and field records of the technical service it is verified that:
- In plots number 4769 & 4770 of block “T26” of Tophane regulatory plan no objects of any
architectural values exist.
- There are no visible installations of infrastructure which hinder the establishment of the
basement in depth.

4.Destination of the building and block T”26”
-Areas of block T”26” and plots 4769 & 4770
(1060 m²) are of mixed destination, therefore an
object consisting of residential apartments and
business, trade and other service areas has been
planned in a way that the residential character of
these buildings is not loaded with noise, traffic,
working hours and other similar activities.
Unlimited floors
Coefficient of plantar 0.9
Construction coefficient 7.5
Coefficient of underground construction
(basement)...1.00
Except for playground, roads, paths, etc. also
green fields, covering 10% of the remaining space
that is not under the facility, are planned.
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5.Plots within the block according to geodetic records

Plots with number 4769 & 4770 have an area of
1060 m² and according to geodetic records they
stretch on a mainly flat terrain. Elevation of the
plots is from 501.32m. to 501.90m. Acces to plots
through “Lidhja e Prizrenit” road which is on the
west side of the plots.
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6.Assessment of environmental impacts and preventive measures
-An important goal of this solution is to maintain and increase the environmental values that
are currently available in Tophane by creating sustainable balance between built and free
areas, designed on the principle of penetration of greenery in residential areas. Given our
assessment that the construction of this block a high coefficient of population density per
hectare will be achieved, we have seen infrastructure (Water, sewer, electricity, heating, etc.)
as necessary. In the same time a high level of greenery (which is absent from the location in
question) has been planned, which except for positive impact in air will also serve as a
preventive measure for landslides – erosion.
Increase of environmental values that are currently available in Tophane is envisaged to be
done by using these properties (assets)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park furniture
Trails, supply paths and access
Game’s corner furniture
Lighting furniture for parks and sport terrains
Fountains, springs and other equipment for enrichment of open water environments.
Inscriptions

7.Form, function and technical solution of the object
- Form and functionality of the object within the
block is determined based on project duties. The
ground floor is intended for shops.
Regulatory line (regulatory line separates public
spaces from private ones)
- Construction line (construction line provides for
construction of planned new buildings. This line
forms the profile of the road)
Entrance to the apartments and supply route for
shops is on the south side of the plot. Access to
object is from “Lidhja e prizrenit” str.Basements
are intended for garages. Floors are intended for
housing. Roof is low and hidden so as not to be
observed from the side streets.
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8.Stability and security
Geographical position and relief where the building of housing complex is planned to be
done, is flat ground.
For statistical calculation needs (stability) of the object preliminary mechanical
researches for earned and acquired physical-mechanical characteristics of soil and
construction elements for project idea, have been made.







The angle of internal friction.......................................
Cohesion of soil………...............................................
The volume above and below the foundation quota ….…...
The volume under the foundation quota…..………...........
Effective depth of foundation ……………………….
The width of the sole of the foundation…….......….......................

9.Technical Infrastructure
A separated system to collect sewage and
atmospheric waters is planned for the whole area.
New lines of sewage system and storm sewage are
planned to be designed under the conditions
foreseen by the respective directorate for this block.
The entire object will be connected to the existing
system of water supply, under conditions foreseen
by the respective directorate.
For the foreseen constructions in this area are
planned:
Reconstruction and reregulation of electrical
cables, construction of new power stations of
needed capacity. Construction of low voltage lines
from new power stations to every building and
phone network. Also sites for collection of waste
and for the entrance of municipal vehicles to these
places are provided for, in the needed capacity
according to valid rules. For the heating of the
building, common furnaces of ground gas or light
oil should be built. Individual power furnaces are
not allowed.

10.Social Infrastructure
Planning of all social infrastructures is determined after it is known which private investment
will have priority. The municipal organ, authorized for urbanism and construction will be
consulted for this, to define in what way will municipality participate in the realization of
needed social infrastructure for this block.
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11.Approximate cost of construction
With the project are planned to be built from 6240.00 m² to 10000.00 m² facility of different
destination such as garages, business premises, craft centers, public spaces, housing (mainly
in the floors above ground floor) etc. Their cost and realization dynamics is difficult to
predict and depends in many factors. According to our estimates the construction of
10000.00 m² object will cost: from 2500000.00 € up to 3500000.00 €.

12.Transport
Effective traffic and distance between buildings (urban dilatation) will create safe and
attractive public spaces, enabling all modalities of movement such as emergent, pedestrian,
bicycles and vehicles.
-With the regulation plan “Tophane”; block T”26” is defined with roads which form the
urban block. Also their profiles are defined in the regulatory plan.
-III category street.
6,00 m.
-IV category street.
min. 5,50 m.
common traffic area
-Sidewalks of all roads are at least 2,00 m. in the roads of IV-th cathegory sidewalks are
allowed on a minimum width of 1.60 m.
-Category III roads are roads of local roads of III-rd category which make digression of subzones of the plan. These roads are designed as two-way cursor roads without a possibility of
parking aft.
- “Lidhja e Prizrenit” str, pedestrian road.
- Plots where the object is to be located are in “Tophane” neighborhood, respectively within
block “T26” bordering existing roads.
- To enable comprehensive network of public traffic in connection with integration of
Tophane with other parts of the city, it is important to promote new lines of urban bus which
provide more local services.
-Inside the business premises will be provided for various means of transport to enable more
comfortable movement of pedestrians through spaces on different levels.
-Public parking will provide convenient short-term parking needed for commercial operation
in mixed areas.
Services for bicycle parking will be required in all new developments together with parkings
for disabled persons which should have good connections with new urban structures

13.Energy
The attributes of energy
Resources
Sustainability (quantity and time of continuity)
Management
Planning
Engineering /technology
Financing
Three main issues will define the form of urban energy in the future:
Sustainability-how much and to what extent energy is consumed, its effects in long-term use;
quality and quantity of alternative energy and possible forms and effects of existing energy
use in the global environment
Efficiency- technology, planning and efficient management of usable energy (and not usable
one) for mankind activities
Impartiality – creation of an adequate mechanism for research, development and utilization of
manufactured energy and the alternative one, and impartial distribution for all mankind
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14.Maintenance
Lack of clear national standards for public services which must be accessed by local
governments raises the need for community to, together with local government (municipality
of Prishtina), create an urban maintenance system that will have adequate resources,
organizational structure and to offer citizens and organizations these services:


Buildings maintenance program



Commercial services required for maintenance of: water supply, sewage, carpentering,

electricity, machinery (heating and ventilation), painting, cleaning of gutters, etc.


Management of buildings’ maintenance



Management of sub-contractors - specialists



Management of energy



Mechanical services



Water supply services



Cleaning services



Essential harmonization services



Improvement of capital works



Central cal-operator service



24 h emergency services



Creation of inscriptions database



Assessment of works

With the creation of this urban maintenance system, these resources will be created:
Skilled and dedicated workers
Modern equipment and machinery
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15.Positioning of the object
Setting of the object, as seen in the figure below, is made in accordance with new arrangements
for Tophane, considering:
- Construction limitations (floors, space, construction and regulating lines and limits),
- Requirements on fulfilling the obligations of investors (building of parking spaces and
green spaces),
- Other rules of decision (public infrastructure, roads, etc.).
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6.ANALYSIS-SITUATION
- Entries from “Lidhja e Prizrenit” street are separated: to flats on the west side and to the
garages on the east side of the building. For vertical motion to basement floors where the
garages are located, elevators with entrance from the road are provided. The street and the
sidewalk are foreseen for pedestrians. Main entrances to the flats are from the yard. All
entrances, to the flats and to the business premises, are harmonized with the sidewalks and
there are no interchanges larger than 80 cm. of pavement. The entre facility is organized in a
block with seven (XII) floors, where the ground floor is designed for non-disturbing trade,
whereas other floors for housing. Garages on two levels are foreseen in basement
-Construction line, floors, heights (floors, passages and other urban-architectural elements).

16.1.Advantages of the object are:
-Separation of pedestrians from roads,
-Enrichment of this space with sites such as establishing and maintaining of environmental
values that is currently available in TOPHANE by creating balance between free areas and
built areas.

- The object has a very good position in the structure of the city
- Direct access to new roads (part of the primary system of the city)
- Possibility for connection to old roads (unused potentials)
- Fulfills demand for construction.
- Modernization of urban structure
- Use of surfaces is defined.
16.2.Disadvantages of the object are: - Soil works – large amount of excavation
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17.CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
The entire object is designed in skeletal system of BA inter-floor construction.
Foundations are designed as slab foundations, roof with wood construction, and all of these of
static calculations.

17.1.WALLS
Facade exterior walls are walls with combination of – 25 cm brick + 5cm thermo-foam
or tarolit) + (bull) façade. The walls between rooms and other dividing walls are thick t=20;
equal to 12cm and are tight with 20cm horizontal strip above the door level
17.2.CEILINGS
Residential spaces are rendered, lacquered, and colored with colors selected by
supervising authority.
In sanitary and local nods through which primary sewage channels go are planned with creepy
ceilings.
17.3.DOORS AND WINDOWS
Garage doors are metallic. Schemes are provided separately. Windows in residential
floors are foreseen to be of plastic glazed thermal insulation. Doors are product of “Lip Bled”.
The methods of opening and schemes for all doors and windows are given separately.
17.4.FLOORS
Floors of residential rooms are provided of first class parquet or laminate whereas
sanitary nodes are set of ceramic tiles.
All floors have a layer of polystyrene insulation layer of 5 cm and a leveled protective layer
needed for ceramic tire flooring. Stairs and joint corridors are paved with marble
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17.5.FACADE
The entire object is lined with 30 cm external wall in this composition: on the inside
plaster the plaster block and on the outside thermal insulation (pressed Styrofoam or tarolit
5cm) and DEMIT facades.

18.CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROOF
The roof construction is of combined tree (of under beam shape 14/16cm; bars 14/14cm;
supports 14/16cm; crown beam 10/12cm; shores 10/16cm; dana 2x8/16; beam 10/12cm. and
laths 3/5cm).

18.1.ROOF COVER
The cover is of raw plasticized sheet of max. Slope = 15° (degrees) and min.=8°.

18.2.GUTTERS
Horizontal and vertical gutters and connecting elements (around the dormer windows)
are provided of plasticized sheet with color whereas coves are provided of zinc sheets.
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19.STAIRS AND ELEVATORS
In the object for three or four flats on floors are provided flanker stairs of width 140cm and the
elevator for 6 persons with room of 200x120cm which connect all floors (from the garages,
basement, ground floor up to the loft). Based on the number of residents, the arm of the stairs
has been calculated.

.
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 22.Conclusion:
It is worth mentioning that this project used for this thesis, will very soon be built in reality, for
which the construction permit has been obtained from the competent authority and the work
will start in the spring of 2011.
Exact location where this object will be built is in Tophane neighborhood, a location which
in its vicinity will have many state, private and religious institutions.
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